
It is small, slimy, blue, and drops its tail when threatened.
Yes, it’s a slug. And it is endangered. The Blue-grey
Taildropper may not be the best known endangered
species in the Capital Region, but a lucky few naturalists
may find one of these peaceful slugs in leaf litter on
southern Vancouver Island this autumn. Especially given
the ideal conditions for slug watching we’ve had this fall.

Identifying the Blue-grey Taildropper can be a
challenge if you are unfamiliar with the 49 species of slug
found in BC.  Usually 2–3 cm long fully extended, this
taildropper ranges from greyish to a surprisingly vivid
speckled blue. As its name also implies, this slug can
autotomize (drop) its tail when threatened. If you look
very, very closely, you may be able to see a thin line where
the tail would detach.

In Canada, the Blue-grey Taildropper is known from
only a few sites—all on southern Vancouver Island, so far.
The slug lives in Garry oak meadows and Douglas-fir
forests, especially in small openings with dense shrubs
such as Oceanspray. The role of Blue-grey Taildroppers in
these ecosystems (and possibly others) is not well
understood, but they may play a part in spreading the
spores of mycorrhizal fungi.  Mycorrhizal fungi grow on
the roots of plants and trees, helping them capture water
and nutrients from the soil. This symbiotic relationship
between beneficial fungi and trees is essential for healthy
forests.  In Oregon, biologists found mycorrhizal fungal
spores in 90% of the Blue-grey Taildropper droppings
they examined.

Caring for this species is a challenge because their
distribution and habitats are not well understood. Spotting
a meek little Taildropper hidden under leaf litter or logs is
like finding a needle in a haystack, but HAT is up to the
task.  Habitat Acquisition Trust is interested in monitoring
for this species with residents close to known Blue-grey
Taildropper locations and with landowners in potential
habitats.  If you see a small, blue slug, please send us a

photo (including the slug’s breathing hole on the right
side) to hatmail@hat.bc.ca.  

I asked Todd Carnahan of Habitat Aquisition Trust to
explain the reason for banana slugs on glass, which has
astonished me lately. How do they get there, over yards of
patio? Why do they go up glass doors? And where do they
disappear to by next day? Todd says that the smooth
windows are easy grazing grounds for microscopic algae. 

I must say when I have often seen banana slugs all
stuck up with fir needles—I’ve wondered if that was
comfortable. 

I thought they cruised the windows just for the thrill of
the easy going. 

If you are a slug lover this is a great excuse not to clean
windows, or not to use chemical products when you do.

Todd went on to tell  of a rare sighting this fall—a
sharp-tailed snake was spotted in the Hope Bay area of
North Pender. The first in this locale since 1951; despite
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concerted searches from 1996–1999, and again since
2007.

HAT is still seeking first sightings of the Sharp-tailed
snake on Mayne and Saturna,. They are not easy to spot,
they travel at night—and hence sometimes get run over. In
warm weather they sun themselves under rocks, rather
than on top like our more common garter snakes. 

While doing yard clean-up this fall, look out for these
critters. 0
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